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studio 105
1 diverse team working toward a shared vision

0 boundaries on unconventional ideas

5 fundamental elements of a cohesive campaign

Studio 105 closes the door on the bland and ordinary and 
opens it only to the groundbreaking and extraordinary. 
We refuse to adhere to traditional outlooks of creativity. 
Our frame of mind is unique while still staying true to 
our clients and their goals. We turn exceptional ideas into 
unparalleled strategies. We focus on people, not targets. We 
are modern, expressive and original. We are Studio 105.

the introduction
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HEAR US OUT

Hey! We all know you don’t want to hear me speak. You would probably rather hear what the
Glidden brand has to say. So, without further ado, Studio 105 presents “Glidden Speaks for Itself.”

- Brandon Kobs, Account Executive

Executive brief

Increases awareness of the Glidden brand and establishes 
walmart as a primary paint retailer choice 

Integrates a unique media and creative platform that makes 

Glidden stand out among its competition

Expands on the efforts of Glidden and Walmart to connect 
with their consumers through promotions

Creates strategies based on audien
ce insights while staying 

true to Glidden’s distinct voice 

Our research has provided a base 
coat to support the goals 
presented in the case study. Our 
aggressive campaign exceeds the 
expectations for Glidden paint 
and accomplishes the following:

hear us out
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objectives

color jam

research methods

the reasoning

To fully understand Glidden’s consumers and how to effectively reach them, Studio 105
set up an aggressive research strategy to support the goals presented in the case study.
Our goals included:
f� Investigate what primarily motivates our target audience to embark on DIY projects.
f� Understand the decision process of which paint brand to buy and where.
f� Reveal the Walmart shopper’s attitudes toward Glidden and Walmart.
f� Identify the barriers of buying Glidden at Walmart.

focus
groups

personal
interviews

what speaks to diyers

*quantitative survey data

Color Challenge 
 Interactions

Survey
respondents

7 266 67847
f�0NE�HOUR�SESSIONS���
  conducted for all  
  three segments

Studio 105 hosted a concert 
– Color Jam – to interact 
with all segments. Putting
nontraditional research to 
work, we created a color 
wheel to engage attendees 
and make survey question 
selection fun by spinning
the wheel.

f�����FEMALE
f����MALE
f�/ONTRADITIONAL�RESEARCH��
  method gaining insight 
  at Color Jam. 

f�����REPORTED�FEMALE
f�����REPORTED�MALE
f�$AUCASIAN�"FRICAN�
��"MERICAN�)ISPANIC�
����"SIAN�"MERICAN

f�3ESEARCHED�ALL�FOUR�REGIONS�
  of the United States
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f�&XCLUSIVE�PARTNERSHIP�WITH�#ETTER�)OMES�AND�(ARDENS
f�-EADER�IN�INNOVATION�FOR�THE�PAINT�INDUSTRY
f�(ENERATES�POSITIVE�PUBLICITY�WITH�PHILANTHROPIC�EVENTS

f�)IGH�PAINT�DEMAND�IN�REGIONS�WHERE�8ALMARTS� 
  are primarily located
f�$AN�INSPIRE�THROUGH�UTILIZING�SOCIAL�MEDIA
f�4OLD�AT�THE�LARGEST�RETAILER�IN�THE�WORLD�

f�-ACKS�TOP�OF�MIND�AWARENESS
f�%OESNcT�CAPITALIZE�ON�ITS�INNOVATIONS
f�"FFORDABILITY�LEADS�TO�SKEWED�PERCEPTION�OF�QUALITY

f�$ONSUMERS�ARE�MORE�LIKELY�TO�BUY�SUPPLIES�FROM���������
  crafting stores
f�)OME�IMPROVEMENT�STORES�PERCEIVED�AS�HAVING����
��HIGHER�QUALITY�PAINT
f�$ONSUMERS�VIEW�8ALMARTcS�%*:�SECTION�AS�LIMITED

strengths

opportunities threats

Weaknesses

swot

What competitors say

brands

Tagline

campaign

Sold at

Glidden Gets 
You Going

d&VERYONE
Can Paint” 

8ALMART�)OME�
Depot, Spectrum 
Paint and  
secialty stores

-OWEcS�AND�
specialty stores

Value brand 
of -OWEcS "CE�)ARDWARE

Taking Color 
'ROM�-IFE�#EAUTY�
+ Durability

Paint for Your 
3EAL�-IFE

Find Your 
Soul Paint

-OVE�:OUR� 
Color Guarantee

Insist on 
Olympic

Paint + Primer 
in one

Covering people in paint 
is cliché. Making puppies 
out of paint swatches is 
cute but lacks relevance. 
Paint as your soul mate 
IS�PRETENTIOUS��#RAGGING�
about matching paint 
to the color of random 
OBJECTS�IS�WORN�OUT��
This campaign should 
offer more than just 
color falling into a paint 
bucket. Glidden has the 
opportunity to position 
itself as the brand that 
understands why the DIY 
consumer paints.
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the reasoning

target audience

They are more than just segments. They are all 

unique and have their differences, but they have many 

commonalities. They live in the South and Midwest. 

They are humble, socially connected and philanthropic. 

They shop Walmart for value and convenience. They 

are always on the go and know what they want. They 

are inspired by and an inspiration to those around 

them. Conscientious spending ignites their desires and 

abilities to transform the ordinary into the exceptional. 

In celebration of their diversity and similarity, Studio 

105 identifies them as Mosaics.

"FTER�OUR�RESEARCH�WAS�COMPLETED�AND�THE�RESULTS�WERE�ANALYZED�FOUR�BARRIERS�EMERGED�EXPLAINING�WHY�CONSUMERS�
don’t consider Glidden at Walmart their paint of choice.

What the segments say

Barriers:
(LIDDEN�LACKS�TOP�OF�MIND�AWARENESS�AS�A�BRAND�AND�IN�8ALMART�

It is an innovative brand, but they are not adequately advertising the innovation of their product.

It is a more affordable product compared to other brands, therefore it is perceived as lower quality.

Walmart isn’t perceived as an outlet for home improvement or decoration.

2

1

3

4

“Glidden is not on my radar. 

I didn’t even think to go to 

Walmart to look for paint.”

Brooke Barnum, Segment 1, age 22

“I would trust a hardware store more 
because I feel like they know more
about the products they are selling.”

Danielle Prieto, Segment 2, age 40

Thrifty Trendsetters, seg. 1

Modern Moms, seg. 2

Driven Divas, seg. 3

f�8OMEN�AGES������
f�-OWER�INCOME�RENTERS
f�&XPERIMENTS�WITH�TRENDS
f�$URIOUS�WITH�CREATIVITY

f�.INORITY�WOMEN�AGES������
f�-OWER�INCOME�RURAL�RESIDENTS
f�.ULTITASKING�MOTHERS
f�'AMILY�FOCUSED

f�8OMEN�AGES������
f�5RADITIONAL�HOMEOWNERS
f�&XPERIENCED�WITH�PAINT
f�)ARDWORKING�PERFECTIONISTS
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the big idea

more than just paint

glidden speaks

 for itself

Interactive Video
USO INITIATIVES

talking paint

ARGUING ACCENTS

sexy apples

direct mail
stinky baby

art show

DIY consumers don’t need to be inspired. This target audience, 
which we’ve named Mosaics, already knows what it wants. They 
don’t pick a color just because they like it. They choose a color 
because of the energy it adds to their rooms. Their projects and 
walls make a statement.

(LIDDEN�ALREADY�HAS�THE�VOICE��"LL�IT�NEEDS�IS�VOLUME��5HE�BRAND�HAS�
character, and its personality should be heard. Studio 105 positions 
Glidden as the brand that understands Mosaics and speaks their 
language.

The big idea communicates to Mosaics how Glidden helps them 
express their message, however unique that message is. It shows 
.OSAICS�CAN�CREATE�HIGH�QUALITY�STATEMENTS�EASILY�AND�CONVENIENTLY�
through Glidden. Mosaics don’t have to brag…
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print ads

#Y�GIVING�(LIDDEN�A�VOICE�IN�THE�COPY�THE�PAINT�COLOR�IS�THE�STATEMENT�
Mosaics want to make, showcasing its quality and boldness. The paint’s voice 
can be heard by scanning the QR code. Survey data revealed Mosaics find 
INSPIRATION�IN�HOME�IMPROVEMENT�MAGAZINES��'ULL�PAGE�FOUR�COLOR�ADS�RUN�
twice per month from May to September in three publications. 1

The Language 

It’s not just a tan wall. Enjoy the soothing and cozy feeling that Warm Caramel brings 
into your baby’s room without bringing the paint odor. Sleep easily knowing that 

Glidden is low-fume and safe for even your smallest family member. 
Glidden speaks for itself.

That funky smell is not me!            
Warm Caramel

Scan to 
hear the 

paint’s voice.

It’s not just a beige wall. Aztec Gold upgrades your room from 
the mundane to the powerful. With 306 colors available from 
Glidden at Walmart, you can make every room your treasure. 

Glidden speaks for itself.

I conque
r the or

dinary

Scan to 
hear the 

paint’s voice.

This is more than just a red wall. It’s a wall of forbidden flavor. 
Red Delicious is sensual and romantic. With everything located in 

one store, setting the mood has never been so easy. 
Glidden speaks for itself.

red delicio
us

Bow Chicka W
ow Wow

Scan to 
hear the 

paint’s voice.

It’s not just a blue vanity. With a True Turquoise makeover, your DIY projects will beg to 
be shown off to the world. With Glidden at Walmart, your supplies and decor are located 
in the same place, because you have better things to do than visit four different stores.  

Glidden speaks for itself.

I’m ready for my Pinterest debut
TRUE TURQUOISE

Scan to hear the 
paint’s voice.

(More than just creative)
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connected
crafter

diy takeaway

"��CO�OP�MAGAZINE�$ONNECTED�$RAFTER�HAS�BEEN�CREATED�TO�
INTEGRATE�8ALMART�#ETTER�)OMES�AND�(ARDENS�AND�(LIDDEN�
PRODUCTS��5HE�MAGAZINE�ILLUSTRATES�HOW�.OSAICS�CAN�USE�
THESE�PRODUCTS�TO�REVIVE�THEIR�HOMES��5HE�MONTHLY�MAGAZINE�
is available online at MyColortopia.com  and within Walmart 
at the front of the store, at the paint counter and distributed 
at promotional events. 

Creativity is just around the corner for Walmart consumers 
when they can find simple and fun DIY instruction sheets in 
the craft and paint departments.



Speaking in the aisles

passageway

pillars
The passageway pillars are 
the perfect opportunity to 
promote Glidden because 
of high volumes of traffic 
flowing in and out of the 
store.

The Language
While MOSAICS may have an idea of what 
THEY want to buy, purchase decisions are 
not always preplanned: 3 

82% of survey respondents primarily shop at walmart for groceries

70% of purchase decisions are made in-store

68% of purchases are implusive

68% of consumers are brand switchers

Survey data indicated that Walmart is viewed as a grocery 
store rather than a home improvement store. The 
advertisements are strategically placed in various departments 
with products that correspond with certain paint names.

8
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digital endcap

tv wall

conveyer

dividers

"NIMATED�VERSIONS�OF�OUR�PRINT�ADS�SHOWCASE�(LIDDENcS�
superior quality and its exclusive collection to  
Walmart shoppers.

"NIMATION�IN�THE�ELETRONICS�
department directs shoppers 
to Walmart’s paint section 
and highlights upcoming 
promotional efforts and 
newly launched products.

Glidden speaks to Walmart shoppers as they check 
OUT�REMINDING�THEM�TO�LOOK�FOR�THE�(LIDDEN�#RILLIANCE�
Collection in the paint section.
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The Language

:30 commercial

vibrant day lily

“Glidden gets you going.”

7IBRANT�%AY�-ILY��d*T�HAS�BEEN�SAID�THAT�
the world doesn’t revolve around one 
thing.”

70��d7IBRANT�%AY�-ILY����0NE�OF�THE�
����COLORS�AVAILABLE�FROM�(LIDDEN��
/OW�YOUR�%*:�PROJECTS�CAN�HAVE� 
just as much personality as you.”

“That girl over there is even painting her 
nails to match me.  
I am the perfect color.”

d#UT�*�BEG�TO�DIFFER�e

d-OOK�AT�HOW�THE�ROOM�IS�FOCUSED�ON�ME��
This coffee table has never looked so good. 
This room needed me.”

The humorous tone and 
vibrant messages conveyed 
in multiple commercials 
will resonate with Mosaics. 
"�FLIGHTING�57�SCHEDULE�
motivates Mosaics to get 
crafty in early summer 
AND�FALL��)(57�REACHES�A�
high percentage of Mosaics, 
increasing brand awareness. �
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digital

online radio

#Y�ADVERTISING�ON�:OU5UBE�%*:�7LOGS�(LIDDEN�REACHES�ITS�
viewers quickly. Interactive advertisements run from May 
TO�4EPTEMBER��-EVERAGING�THE�ADS�THROUGH�OWNED�MEDIA�
Glidden gives viewers the opportunity to choose the mood 
and listen to the paint speak. 

(LIDDEN�CAPITALIZES�ON�)ULUcS�HIGH�INDEX�OF�FEMALES�TUNING�
into online television and its nonskip advertising feature.  

Whether on the go or doing a DIY project, Glidden 
can speak to Mosaics through Pandora and Spotify with 
���SECOND�RADIO�SPOTS��(LIDDEN�IS�CREATING�A�PLAYLIST�FOR�
Mosaics to enjoy during their DIY projects and home 
improvements. Directing consumers from the Connected 
Crafter and MyColortopia.com to the Paint Playlist allows 
Glidden to connect with its audience.

4UNBAKED�0RANGE��d)AVE�YOU�EVER�LOOKED�AT�YOURSELF�and been like, ‘I am so pale. I need some color.’ That’s what I’m for. My color says that I am beautiful and I have style. It’s not just a tan. It’s the tan. It’s the perfect bake to give you the glow you need, ya’ know wha’ I’m sayin’?”

Voiceover: “Get the perfect color that expresses your INNER�+ERSEY�WITH�4UNBAKED�0RANGE�BY�(LIDDEN��"DD�the statement you need by heading to your local Walmart to get your paint and supplies in the same store. Glidden speaks for itself.”

1 2

3
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Wordy Walls

monologue mail
Direct mail pieces “speak” to Mosaics, reinforcing that Glidden speaks for itself. 
1IECES�ARE�MAILED�WITHIN�A���MILE�RADIUS�OF�SELECT�8ALMARTS��0NCE
opened, an audible message featuring personalities from the campaign plays.
The backside lists upcoming promotional events and social media outlets. This 
interactive piece sparks interest in communities surrounding Walmart, connecting 
the presence of quality paint at a convenient location.

4TRATEGICALLY�PLACED�TALKING�WALLS�AND�FURNITURE�IN�THE�DOWNTOWN�AREA�OF�EACH�%."�FEATURE�A�MOTION�SENSOR�THAT�
speaks to passersby. The walls and furniture say phrases and taglines from the campaign. This showcases unique 
personalities of each Glidden paint color and raises awareness locally.

The Conversation 
(More than just IMC)



The Conversation 
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microsite

mobile

(LIDDEN�CONTINUES�THE�USE�OF�ITS�MICROSITE�.Y$OLORTOPIA�COM�TO�INTEGRATE�8ALMART�(LIDDEN�AND�#ETTER�)OMES�AND�
(ARDENS�FOR�AN�EASY�ONE�STOP�SHOP�METHOD�ONLINE�FOR�.OSAICS�

5HE�MICROSITE�ALLOWS�USERS�TO�BUILD�THEIR�OWN�ROOM�USING�(LIDDEN�PAINT�8ALMART�FURNITURE�AND�#ETTER�)OMES�AND�(ARDENS�
products. The users’ newly designed room can be printed for shopping purposes. The website brings awareness to upcoming 
promotions near their area and encompasses all of Glidden’s social media platforms in one location.

When Mosaics check in at 
Walmart via Foursquare and 
Yelp!, they’ll be reminded to 
get their projects going with 
Glidden paint. Checkpoints 
are used to traffic customers 
to the Spotify and Pandora 
Paint Playlist for inspiration. 
Promoted tweets are used  
to engage Mosaics.
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Walmart

Training

The Conversation 

Primary research indicates consumers perceive Walmart 
associates as lacking paint knowledge. Studio 105 
recommends offering training on painting techniques and 
other helpful information to assist paint buyers. These 
training sessions should be hosted bimonthly.

Glidden provides aprons to Walmart employees working 
in the paint department so they are readily identifiable 
TO�SHOPPERS��"CCORDING�TO�OUR�RESEARCH�PAINT�SPLATTERS�
on the aprons help establish the sales  
associates’ credibility. 

Sales Associate Aprons

“Walmart workers don’t have a 

clue. Seventy-five percent of the 

time they have to find someone 

else to help. The paint color 

comes out wrong.”

“Generally, I would think 

specialty stores do a better 

job with training.”

Sarah McCoy, Segment 2, age 34

Linda Fitzpatrick, Segment 3, age 60
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Glidden Gets Artsy

DIY Duel

Glidden’s presence at local 
ART�FESTIVALS�FEATURES�&TSY�
bloggers who answer DIY 
questions and showcase 
projects from the Connected 
$RAFTER�MAGAZINE��*NTERACTIVE�
screens feature the Glidden 
app’s color matching 
technology, showing Mosaics 
how their personal style 
can translate to their home. 
"LLOWING�.OSAICS�TO�REPIN�
repost and tweet pictures 
from the screen, Glidden is 
exposed to the attendees’ 
followers and friends. 
"DDITIONALLY�ATTENDEES�CAN�
write inspirational messages 
on paint chips used for a 
later promotion.

The DIY Duel invites 
participants to enter a 
newly refreshed piece of 
furniture using the Glidden 
#RILLIANCE�$OLLECTION�AND�
tools purchased at Walmart. 
Voting takes place through
MyColortopia’s Facebook 
connection. The top 15 
SUBMISSIONS�WIN�A������
(LIDDEN�BRANDED�8ALMART�
gift card. My Image 
Inspiration, within
MyColortopia.com, 
showcases the winners.
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Glidden’s Military Salute

MAKE the base YOUR home
.ILITARY�BASES�OFTEN�REQUIRE�TENANTS�TO�RETURN�THEIR�ROOMS�TO�THEIR�ORIGINAL�COLOR�ONCE�THEY�MOVE��&VERY�TIME�CUSTOMERS�
with military I.D.’s buy two cans of paint, they receive a can of paint matching the original color of the room they are 
redecorating courtesy of Glidden. This allows military families to make their house a home, no matter where they are. 

glidden

DELEGATES

Glidden creates an 
ambassador program for 
military spouses. The 
delegates help Glidden 
engage military families by 
distributing the coloring and 
d-EARN�.Y�$OLORSe�BOOKS��
Delegates will also partner 
with recently relocated 
families by picking them up 
at the airport and helping 
bring them into that base’s 
community. Receiving a 
COMPLETE�HOME�PAINT�
over, spouses will blog 
about their experiences on 
MyColortopia.com. 

“They  Walmart  are a 

military brand.”

Marissa Ballinger, Segment 2,  

Age 32, military spouse

HTTP���NICHOLASKRALEV�COM������������MILITARY�LOUNGES�ARE�AIRPORT�OASES�
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uso renovation

“LEARN MY COLORS” 

AND COLORING BOOKS

1ARTNERING�WITH�#ETTER�
)OMES�AND�(ARDENS�
(LIDDEN�REVITALIZES�640�
rooms with fresh paint and 
new furniture. To leverage 
this public relations effort, 
Glidden is sponsoring an 
episode of the upcoming 
)(57�SERIES�d$ATASTROPHIC�
Inc.” The host collects 
inspirational paint chips 
written at the art festivals. 
These encouraging messages 
for servicemen and 
servicewomen are made 
into murals. Glidden posts 
videos of USO redecorations 
as part of a YouTube series 
as well as featuring select 
rooms in the Connected 
$RAFTER�MAGAZINE�

d-EARN�.Y�$OLORSe�BOOKS�FOR�CHILDREN�AGES�����AND�
COLORING�BOOKS�FOR�AGES�����ARE�DISTRIBUTED�BY�(LIDDEN�
Delegates to schools and daycares on military bases. 
Glidden partners with Crayola to create 
these books and a unique crayon 
wheel featuring Glidden paint colors. 
Children enjoy these items, and 
parents learn more  
about Glidden colors.
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flow chart

The Delivery

100 100 100 100 100 100100

100 100 100
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Create & Decorate

BHG Do it yourself
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tv wall

Speaking in the aisles

digital endcaps

diy takeaway

Monologue mail

diy duel

glidden gets artsy
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coloring books

learn my colors book

make the base your home

glidden delegates

wordy walls

SUBTOTAL

contingency
production

$10,000,000 622,342,947total

conveyer belt dividers

sales associate aprons

hgtv

June July august September cost impressions

spot tv

digital

mobile

online radio

in store

imc
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pop

$9,137,769

(More than just m
oney)
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dmas
The highest number of Walmart Supercenters and most populated market is the equation 
USED�TO�CALCULATE�%."S��(LIDDEN�MAXIMIZES�ITS�BUDGET�BY�AVOIDING�CLUTTER�THROUGH�
strategically choosing the designated market areas. ���

media objectives
���-AUNCH�A�REGIONAL�CAMPAIGN�.AY�TO�4EPTEMBER������FOR�THE�MIDWESTERN�AND�SOUTHERN�REGIONS�OF�THE�6NITED�4TATES�
���(AIN�AN�EFFECTIVE�REACH�OF����PERCENT�WITH�A��X�FREQUENCY�ACROSS�ALL�%."S�
���(ENERATE�BUZZ�BY�LEVERAGING�ALL�MEDIA�THROUGH�A�����DEGREE�CAMPAIGN�
���$APITALIZE�ON�NONTRADITIONAL�MEDIA�TO�ENCOURAGE�WORD�OF�MOUTH�

               Population of Potential DMA 4

          number of walmarts 5

            

Glidden’s most 

promising DMAs =
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The Echo 

Studio 105 developed a successful strategy to build awareness and 
consideration for the Glidden paint brand within Walmart in the 
Midwest and South.  The campaign:
f�3EACHES�THE�THREE�DIFFERENT�SEGMENTS�WITH�SYNERGY�AND�INTEGRATION�
LEVERAGING�OWNED�PAID�AND�EARNED�MEDIA�
f�6SES�MEDIA�VEHICLES�SPECIFIC�TO�HOME�IMPROVEMENT�TOPICS�AND�
showcases Glidden’s innovation.
f�6SES�NONTRADITIONAL�MEDIA�AND�*.$�TO�REINFORCE�(LIDDENcS�QUALITY�
f�'EATURES�(LIDDEN�PAINT�BEING�USED�WITH�8ALMART�PRODUCTS�TO�SHOW�
being  trendy can be affordable.
f�#RINGS�8ALMART�CONSUMERS�TO�THE�HOME�IMPROVEMENT�DEPARTMENT�
through heavy in-store efforts.

632,423,947
Total impressions

78%

 Current Marke
t S

ha
re

 

Owned

8%

2

earned

1 3OWNED Paid Earned

4,278,500 622,342,947 5,802,500

Social Media 
Website
Mobile App
.Y$OLORTOPIA�COM
#RANDED�.AGAZINE

This campaign demonstrates to Mosaics that Walmart 
IS�THE�PLACE�TO�BUY�QUALITY�AFFORDABLE�PAINT�BECAUSE�����

*N�4TORE
Mobile
Digital
TV 
.AGAZINE
Online TV
0NLINE�3ADIO
Direct Mail
*.$

640�3EMODELING
Glidden Delegates
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The Echo 

Sources

Studio 105

���4TANDARD�3ATE���%ATA�4ERVICE��	����
��3ETRIEVED�FROM�HTTP���NEXT�SRDS�COM�HOME
���.EDIAMARK�3ESEARCH���*NTELLIGENCE��	����
��3ETRIEVED�FROM�HTTP���WWW�MRIPLUS�COM
���8ALMART�4MART�/ETWORK��	����
��3ETRIEVED�FROM�HTTP���WWW�WALMARTSMARTNETWORK�COM�DEFAULT�ASPX�
���6NITED�4TATES�$ENSUS�#UREAU��	����
��3ETRIEVED�FROM�HTTP���WWW�HTTP���WWW�CENSUS�GOV��
���8ALMART�$ORPORATE��	����
��3ETRIEVED�FROM�HTTP���CORPORATE�WALMART�COM��
���5HE�/IELSEN�$OMPANY��	����
��3ETRIEVED�FROM�HTTP���WWW�NIELSEN�COM�US�EN�HTML�
���(LIDDEN��	����
��3ETRIEVED�FROM�HTTP���WWW�GLIDDEN�COM�INDEX�DO

Others: 
f�*NKHEAD�1ROMOTIONAL�1RODUCTS��	����
��3ETRIEVED�FROM�HTTP���WWW�INKHEAD�COM�
f�)UTCHINSON�$OMPANY��	����
��3ETRIEVED�FROM�HTTP���WWW�HUTCHCO�COM�SITE�)5.-�4UPERMARKET�$HECKOUT�-ANE�%IVIDERS�HTML
f�.INUTEMAN�1RESS��	����
��3ETRIEVED�FROM�HTTP���WWW�MMPOKC�COM�

Studio 105 developed a successful strategy to build awareness and 
consideration for the Glidden paint brand within Walmart in the 
Midwest and South.  The campaign:
f�3EACHES�THE�THREE�DIFFERENT�SEGMENTS�WITH�SYNERGY�AND�INTEGRATION�
LEVERAGING�OWNED�PAID�AND�EARNED�MEDIA�
f�6SES�MEDIA�VEHICLES�SPECIFIC�TO�HOME�IMPROVEMENT�TOPICS�AND�
showcases Glidden’s innovation.
f�6SES�NONTRADITIONAL�MEDIA�AND�*.$�TO�REINFORCE�(LIDDENcS�QUALITY�
f�'EATURES�(LIDDEN�PAINT�BEING�USED�WITH�8ALMART�PRODUCTS�TO�SHOW�
being  trendy can be affordable.
f�#RINGS�8ALMART�CONSUMERS�TO�THE�HOME�IMPROVEMENT�DEPARTMENT�
through heavy in-store efforts.
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Brandon Kobs
Cool Cucumber

"CCOUNT�&XECUTIVE
Videographer

Graphic Designer
3ESEARCH�-EADER

Amanda Becker
Cool Cobalt

Media Planner
Copywriter

3ESEARCH�-EADER

Martinus McConnell
Terra Cotta Rose

"RT�%IRECTOR
Graphic Designer

Photographer

Kelsey Goddard
%AZZLING�%AFFODIL

Promotions Planner
Draft Writer

Kiara Ealy
"ZTEC�(OLD 

.EDIA�"NALYST
Copywriter

Tori Forrest
(RANNY�4MITH�"PPLE

Creative Director
Copy Manager

Color Jam Director

Bethany Folkes
Pink Flamingo

Copywriter
Graphic Designer

Ciara Dixon
Marigold Petals

Promotional Strategist
Focus Group Coordinator

Katie Pearson
8ALNUT�#ARK

"RT�%IRECTOR
Graphic Designer
-AYOUT�%ESIGNER

Alicia Lewis
Peach a la Mode

Project Manager
Media Strategist
3ESEARCH�-EADER

Andrew Falsetti
Orange Slice

Promotions Director
Color Jam Director

Heather Nelson
1INK�)EATHER

Graphic Designer
Copywriter

Kelsey Cosper
#UBBLEGUM�1INK

Promotional Strategist
Copywriter

Justin racette
"FTERNOON�5EA

Production Coordinator
7IDEO�&DITOR
Copywriter

Color Jam Director

Conner Rohwer
INDIGO�/IGHT

&DITOR�IN�$HIEF
Promotional Strategist

Copywriter

Taylor Johnston
Tropical Surf

Media Director
Copywriter
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Sponsors 

Bo Johnston Mud Consultants

Clagg Ranch

Kiara Ealy

Chad Goddard

Gary Goldstein

D.M. Hayes

Kelly Kobs

Littlefield Brand Development 

Louis Falsetti, Atty at Law

Michael & Catherine Nelson

Matthew & Lisa Rohwer

Rhonda Hooper

San Diego Door Controls

Staplegun

Studio FJ

Terry & Mary Jane Plunk

The Gooden Group

Traction Marketing Group

University & Community  

   Federal Credit Union

VI Marketing & Branding

Virden Oil
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